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Intelligence technology is an important research area. As a very special yet important case of object
recognition, hand-held object recognition plays an important role in intelligence technology for its many
applications such as visual question-answering and reasoning. In real-world scenarios, the datasets are
open-ended and dynamic: new object samples and new object classes increase continuously. This
requires the intelligence technology to enable hybrid incremental learning, which supports both data-
incremental and class-incremental learning to efficiently learn the new information. However, existing
work mainly focuses on one side of incremental learning, either data-incremental or class-incremental
learning while do not handle two sides of incremental learning in a unified framework. To solve the prob-
lem, we present a Hybrid Incremental Learning (HIL) method based on Support Vector Machine (SVM),
which can incrementally improve its recognition ability by learning new object samples and new object
concepts during the interaction with humans. In order to integrate data-incremental and class-
incremental learning into one unified framework, HIL adds the new classification-planes and adjusts
existing classification-planes under the setting of SVM. As a result, our system can simultaneously
improve the recognition quality of known concepts by minimizing the prediction error and transfer
the previous model to recognize unknown objects. We apply the proposed method into hand-held object
recognition and the experimental results demonstrated its advantage of HIL. In addition, we conducted
extensive experiments on the subset of ImageNet and the experimental results further validated the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

� 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

For the importance of the vision in the intelligence technology,
object recognition has been a widely studied problem. It describes
the task of finding and identifying objects in an image or video
sequence. As manipulating objects with hands is a straight way
for the intelligence technology, hand-held object recognition
[1–3] is a special and important case in object recognition. The
hand-held object recognition can not only help the system obtain
a better understanding of user’s intention but also a more compre-
hensive perception about surrounding environment. The real-
world environment for the intelligence technology is open-ended
and dynamic: new samples of existing object classes and new
object classes become available all the time and the semantics of
existing classes evolve [4]. This requires the hand-held object
recognition with incremental learning, which makes the system
improve the recognition performance continuously through the
learning with self-growth.

For vision-based interaction systems, most work focused on
two types of incremental learning: data-incremental learning
[5–9] or class-incremental learning [10–12]. The data-
incremental learning is to improve the recognition quality of
known objects based on newly available training samples. For
example, Ruping et al. [9] proposed a framework with SVM for
supervised learning. Noboru et al. [8] further proposed an on-line
framework for both supervised and unsupervised learning. In
contrast, class-incremental learning is to learn for recognizing
new objects with the emergence of unseen concepts. For example,
Ristin et al. [12] proposed the variants of random forest to incorpo-
rate new classes for class-incremental learning. However, like the
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two aspects of human learning, these two types of incremental
learning are indispensable for recognizing new concepts and
enhancing the recognition ability of known concepts, and thus
should work jointly. Therefore, in this work, we focus on integrat-
ing these two kinds of incremental ways into a unified framework,
namely Hybrid Incremental Learning (HIL). Fig. 1 shows an exam-
ple to illustrate these kinds of incremental learning.

However, it is non-trivial to incoprate HIL into a unified frame-
work. One challenging problem is how to efficiently adjust
classification-planes in HIL. Data incremental learning and class-
incremental learning often encounter the stability-plasticity
dilemma [13]: a completely stable classifier will preserve existing
knowledge, but will not accommodate any new information while
a completely plastic classifier will learn new information, but will
not conserve prior knowledge [14]. Data incremental learning is to
adjust existing classification-planes to find a balance between
stability and plasticity. Class-incremental learning is to add new
class classification-planes to find the balance. However, hybrid
incremental learning should simultaneously adjust existing
classification-planes and add new classification planes, and thus
is more complex and difficult to find such the balance.

In order to solve the problem, we propose a Hybrid Incremental
Learning (HIL) method under the setting of SVM, which is capable
of simultaneous data-incremental and class-incremental learning
to handle both new data and new classes. In order to enable simul-
taneous adjustment of existing classification planes and new ones,
HIL enforces the target model to keep close to the source model,
and meanwhile enforces the new added classification plane to keep
close to the linear combination of other existed classification-
planes. Based on the proposed HIL, we propose a hybrid incremen-
tal learning framework for hand-held object recognition. As shown
in Fig. 2, the framework includes the following three modules: data
Fig. 1. The toy example for the incremental learning. (a): data-incremental le

Fig. 2. The procedure of the hybrid i
preprocessing, hybrid incremental learning and hand-held object
recognition, Firstly, data preprocessing is to collect the images
including RGB images and depth information using the Kinect,
where the additional depth and skeletal information is beneficial
to eliminate background noise and make the following object
segmentation easier and more precise. The RGB and depth CNN
features are extracted from segmented RGB and depth images
respectively, and are then fused. Secondly, the proposed HIL is to
learn new data of learned concepts by adjusting existing
classification-planes and new data of unknown concepts by adding
new classification-planes. Finally, we applied the hybrid incremen-
tal learning method into hand-held object recognition. The contri-
butions of our work can be summarized as follows:

(1) We propose a hybrid incremental learning framework to
enable both data-incremental and class-incremental learn-
ing for hand-held object recognition.

(2) We propose a new incremental learning method to automat-
ically learn new concepts by adding new classification-
planes to the model and improve the recognition quality of
learned concepts by adjusting existing classification-planes
of the model under the setting of SVM.

(3) We conduct the experiment in the hand-held dataset and
demonstrated its advantage of hybrid incremental learning.
Furthermore, we conduct extensive experiments on the Ima-
geNet and the experimental results further validate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the related work. Section 3 presents the hybrid incremental learn-
ingmethod in detail. Experimental results are reported in Section 5.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
arning. (b): class-incremental learning. (c): hybrid incremental learning.

ncremental learning framework.
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2. Related work

Our work is closely related to the following two research areas:
(1) object recognition and (2) incremental learning.
2.1. Object recognition

Object recognition is an important and challenging task in mul-
timedia analysis. Its goal is to find a given object in an image or
video sequence. The first step of object recognition is to extract dis-
criminative features, which include the following two types: hand-
crafted features and deep features. The hand-crafted features, such
as SIFT [15], fast point features histogram [16] and ensembles of
shape features [17], have been proved to be robust to transforma-
tions, e.g, rotation and scale. However, sometimes they can only
capture a subset of the cues that are useful for recognition [18].
In contrast, the recent progress in deep learning models, such as
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [19] offer more discrimina-
tive features, and have been widely used in various tasks, such as
video understanding [20], action recognition [21] attribute learn-
ing [22] and recommendation [23,24]. They can learn higher order
features that describe the semantics of images. Therefore, the deep
learning methods have been widely used for feature extraction in
object recognition [1]. For example, Lv et al. [1] exploited deep fea-
tures that are separately extracted from the RGB image and the
depth image for hand-held object recognition. Different from them,
we apply the deep features into incremental learning for hand-held
object recognition.

Besides extracting discriminative features, object recognition
includes a broad range of decision-theoretic classification algo-
rithms for image recognition, such as the decision tree [25,26]
and SVM [27]. For example, Friedl et al. [25] used the the decision
tree for remote sensing image classification. Doan et al. [27] used a
linear SVM classifier trained in a one-versus-rest manner to deal
with large-scale image datasets. Different from their work, we
extend SVM to enable hybrid incremental learning for hand-held
object recognition.

As a special case in object recognition, hand-held object recog-
nition has been paid more and more attentions recently [2,1]. In
this application, the additional depth information and the skeletal
information from the RGB-D devices (e.g., Kinect) can provide an
important clue to characterize the visual object [28], and thus
improve the performance of the hand-held object recognition
[1,2]. For example, Ren et al.[3] developed a bottom-up motion-
based approach to robustly segment out foreground objects for
hand-held object recognition. Our work is different from them in
that we pay more attention to the self growth of the system to
improve the interaction performance and propose a hybrid incre-
mental learning method in hand-held object recognition.
2.2. Incremental learning

In many applications, such as hand-held object recognition in
the intelligence technology, new samples of existing classes and
new classes become available all the time [4]. Acquisition of suffi-
cient representative training data is expensive and time consum-
ing. Fixed models for the intelligence technology are unable to
cope with the changes of the dynamic environments. Therefore,
it is necessary to update the existing classifier in an incremental
fashion to accommodate the new data without compromising clas-
sification performance on the old data, namely incremental learn-
ing. According to the type of new data, incremental learning is
divided into three types: data-incremental learning, class-
incremental learning and hybrid-incremental learning.
The data-incremental learning aims to utilize newly available
training samples to improve the recognition quality of known
objects [9,8]. For example, Ruping et al. [9] proposed a SVM-
based framework for data-incremental learning. Wen et al. [29]
presented a tracking method for the significant variation of the
object’s appearance or surrounding illumination, which is based
on incremental algorithms for PCA. This work is suitable for visual
tracking, which differs from our method on the classification sce-
nario. Jose et al. [30] proposed a visual data classification method-
ology that supports evolving data sets. It based on the boosting
method, and the difference is that our method is under the setting
of SVM. Different from data-incremental learning, class-
incremental learning is to recognize new objects with the emer-
gence of unseen concepts. For example, Ristin et al. [12] proposed
different variants of random forest to incorporate new classes for
class-incremental learning. However, as pointed out in[14], a good
incremental learning algorithm should be able to both learn addi-
tional information from new data and accommodate new classes
that may be introduced with new data. Therefore, there should
be another kind of incremental learning method, namely hybrid
incremental learning. Like Learn++, we also developed a hybrid
incremental learning method based on the SVM and applied our
method into hand-held object recognition. Learn++ method [14]
claimed that it can accommodate new data including previously
unseen classes. However, there are some differences between our
method HIL and Learn++. Firstly, the method of Learn++ is based
on adaboosting while our method is based on SVM. Secondly, for
Learn ++, the number of the base model increases with the incre-
mental learning. Our method always has one base model. Thirdly,
these two methods do not require access the original data. How-
ever, for class-incremental learning, Learn++ needs the partial data
of every learned class besides the new class as the training data for
a better performance. Our method HIL does not need this.

In addition, some incremental methods learn the new informa-
tion based on the transfer learning and domain adaption [31–34].
For example, Qi et al. [31] developed an efficient online learner
to adapt the existing model with the new one by minimizing their
model distance under a set of multilabel constraints. This work is a
related work solves the problem of class-incremental learning.
They [32] then proposed a new algorithm which mined both con-
text and content links in social media networks to discover the
underlying latent semantic space and this work sheds some light
on automatic learning from social media networks rather than
human teachers.

Recent progress on deep learning also promotes neural network
based incremental learning. For example, Xiao et al. [35] developed
a training algorithm that grows a network incrementally and hier-
archically. In this work, classes are grouped according to similari-
ties, and self-organized into levels and the learning process is
guided by a pragmatic, error-driven preview process. Pratama
et al. [36] developed a novel Evolving Type-2 Recurrent Fuzzy Neu-
ral Network (eT2RFNN), which can initiate its learning process
from scratch with an empty rule base and automatically add,
prune, merge its fuzzy rules from data streams afterwards. The dif-
ferent incremental tuning strategies employing CNNs, can be con-
veniently framed in three main strategies [37]. Comparing with
these strategies for incremental learning on the neural network,
we adopted SVM based method for hybrid incremental learning.

Incremental learning can also be divided into the following
three types according to the type of models: (1) Learning new
information by growing or pruning of classifier architectures
[38]. For example, Ristin et al. [12] combined the proposed nearest
class mean forest classifier and random forest to learn new infor-
mation. This algorithm used the hierarchical concepts to make
the model be adapted into new data. (2) Learning new information
by selecting the most informative training samples. For example,
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Engelbrecht and Brits [39] first clustered the candidate training set
and then selected the most informative pattern of each cluster at
each subset selection interval. Learn++ [14] utilized the adaboost-
ing method to learn new information. 3) learning new information
by modifying the classifier weights [40–42]. For example, Kuzbors-
kij et al. [10] added a new classification-plane to the source model
to learn a new concept. Cauwenberghs et al. [6] proposed a solu-
tion to adjust the existing classification-planes by trying to make
all the previous seen data subject to Kuhn-Tucker conditions.Our
proposed HIL belongs to the third category and uses SVM based
method to modify classifier weights to learn new information.
3. Hybrid incremental learning

In this section, we first briefly review SVM [43] and Lagrange
multipliers, and then propose a hybrid incremental learning
method under the setting of SVM and parameter learning algo-
rithm. We use lowercase letters for vectors and capital letters for
matrices. Ak;n is the ðk;nÞ entry of matrix A. bk is the k-th element
of vector b. ðxn; ynÞ denotes the visual feature vector x and the cor-
responding label y for the n-th sample.N represents the number of
training samples.

3.1. Preliminaries

SVM solves the quadratic programming problem by minimizing
the following objective function.

min J ¼ Complexityþ Riskexpected

For the multi-class Least Squares Support Vector Machine
(LSSVM) [44], it can be turned into a problem of solving linear
equations by transferring the inequality constraints to equality
constraints, which greatly facilitates the solution of Lagrangian
multiplier method. We can minimize the following objective func-
tion with respect to W; b :

min
W ;b;e

JðW; bÞ ¼ 1
2

Wk k2F þ
1
2
C
XN
n¼1

XM
m¼1

ðemnÞ2 ð1Þ

s.t.

ynðwT
muðxnÞ þ bmÞ ¼ 1� emn; n ¼ 1; . . . . . . ;N; m ¼ 1; . . . . . . ;M

where W ¼ ½w1;w2; � � � ;wM � and each column wm represents the
hyperplane that separates one of the M classes from the rest.
uðxnÞ is a kernel function, emn is the slack variable. C is the tradeoff
between expected risk and the complexity. jj � jjF is the Frobenius
norm.

In mathematical optimization, the method of Lagrange multipli-
ers [45] is a strategy for finding the local maxima and minima of a
function subject to equality constraints. For the case of only one
constraint and only two choice variables, consider the optimization
problem:

min f x; yð Þ

s.t.

g x; yð Þ ¼ c

We assume that both f and g have continuous first partial deriva-
tives. We introduce a new variable a called a Lagrange multiplier
and study the Lagrange function defined by:

L x; y;að Þ ¼ f x; yð Þ � a g x; yð Þ � c½ �

where the a term may be either added or subtracted.
3.2. Our proposed method

Two aspects of hybrid incremental learning should be consid-
ered. Firstly, for newly available data, we try to utilize previous sup-
port vectors to adjust current classification-planes wt�1

1 ;wt�1
2 ;

�
� � � ;wt�1

M � so they can describe all previous trained data at step t.
Secondly, when there are new classes, we try to find a new
classification-planewMþ1 to learn the unknown class. That is, at step
t, find a new group of classification-planes Wt ¼ wt

1;w
t
2; � � � ;wt

M

� �
and wt

Mþ1 which is close to source classification-planes to make the
M-class source classifier transfer to a ðM þ 1Þ-class target classifier.
In addition, we should modify the source classification-planes
Wt�1 ¼ wt�1

1 ;wt�1
2 ; � � � ;wt�1

M

� �
to preserve the performance on known

concepts.
Based on the above two considerations, we minimize the fol-

lowing objective function to realize the hybrid incremental learn-
ing when the new data is available at step t:

min
Wt ;bt ;et

JðWt ; btÞ ¼ 1
2

Wt �Wt�1
��� ���2

F
þ 1
2

wt
Mþ1 � btWt�1

��� ���2

F

þ Ct

2

XMþ1

m¼1

ð
X
i2It

ðetmiÞ2 þ Lt
X
j2St�1

ðetmjÞ2Þ ð2Þ

s.t.
whereWt means the new classification planes to learn and each

column wMþ1 represents the new hyperplane that separates one of
the M þ 1 classes from the rest learned classes. Wt�1 denotes the
classification planes learned last time. uðxnÞ is a kernel function,
emn is one slack variable. b is the bias an C is the tradeoff between
expected risk and the complexity. jj � jjF is the Frobenius norm. It

denotes the new data at step t, and St�1 denotes the old support
vectors at step t-1. b is a vector to describe the linear combination
of existed classification-planes.

(1) The first two terms are regular terms which basically guar-
antees that the new information will not influence the
learned information and the structure risk is minimal.

(2) The first term 1
2 Wt �Wt�1
��� ���2

F
aims at preserving previous

knowledge and this term forces the target model to keep
close to the source model.

(3) The second term 1
2 wt

Mþ1 �Wt�1b
��� ���2

F
incorporates new con-

cepts into the current model. It enforces the added
classification-plane to the linear combination of existed
classification-planes, which is described by a vector b. This
second term guarantees that our method can handle one
new class at one time.

(4) The last two terms Ct

2

PMþ1
m¼1ð

P
i2It ðetmiÞ2 þ L

P
j2St�1 ðetmjÞ2Þ define

the loss. The first one is to minimize the prediction error of
the new information and the second is to minimize the pre-
diction error of support vectors. The weight L makes support
vectors not only represent classification-planes but also give
a better description to previous data.Ct is the tradeoff.

3.3. Parameter optimization

Lagrangian multipliers at
i i ¼ 1; . . . . . . ;Nð Þ are introduced into

optimization:
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We take its partial derivative to Wt ; bt
; et respectively:

Wt �Wt�1 ¼
X
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at
ku xkð Þ;

at
k ¼ ½at
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0
@
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X
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The term u Xð ÞTu Xð Þ represents kernel matrix. The solution of
the optimization is given by:

Wt
m ¼ Wt�1

m þ
X

k2ðI[SÞ
At
k;mu xkð Þm ¼ 1;2; . . . ;M ð4Þ

wt
mþ1 ¼ btWt�1 þ

X
k2ðI[SÞ

At
k;Mþ1u xkð Þ ð5Þ

bt ¼ ðbtÞ0 � ðbtÞ00ðbtÞ00Tbt
h i

ð6Þ

where:

At ¼ ðAtÞ0 � ðAtÞ00ðAtÞ00bt
h i
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¼ Mt Y
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ðAtÞ00
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0
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1
CtLt

" #
1

1T 0

2
664

3
775

At
k;m is the ðk;mÞ entry of matrix At and Y is the encoded One-versus-

All (OVA) label matrix, where each label code is a column.

4. Hand-held object recognition

After the model training, we apply the proposed HIL method
into hand-held object recognition. Compared with general object
recognition, hand-held object recognition can exploit prior knowl-
edge, take advantage of RGB-D devices, and use specific segmenta-
tion techniques to find hand-held objects. We also take advantage
of these additional depth and skeletal information from RGB-D
devices in our method. Specifically, we collect the object label
and RGB-D information automatically by gathering user’s voice
and capturing object images when the object in user’s hand is
unidentified during interaction. We then follow the object segmen-
tation method [1] and fuse the CNN features from RGB and depth
features. After that, our hybrid incremental learning method learns
the new data.

In order to achieve incremental learning, our hybrid incremen-
tal learning method can adjust existing classification-planes
slightly to accommodate new information while preserve learned
knowledge. The method makes use of the support vectors and
gives them an appropriate weight to approximately replace all
learned data so that it does not need the original data (such as
the book class in Fig. 2). For unknown hand-held objects (such as
the apple class in Fig. 2), our method learns a new classification-
plane for the model to identify the new classes. Based on these
considerations, our framework can handle both data-incremental
learning and class-incremental learning.
5. Evaluation

In this section, we firstly describe the experimental setting
including the dataset, implementation details and evaluation pro-
tocols and metrics. We then evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed hybrid learning method in hand-held object recognition.
Finally, we verify the effectiveness of our proposed method in gen-
eral object recognition.

5.1. Dataset

5.1.1. HOD-20
HOD [1] dataset is designed for hand-held object recognition.

We use 20 classes in our experiment: ‘‘apple”, ‘‘ball”, ‘‘bat”, ‘‘book”,
‘‘bottle”, ‘‘box”, ‘‘calculator”, ‘‘can”, ‘‘cup”, ‘‘dish”, ‘‘disk”, ‘‘fan”,
‘‘glove”, ‘‘handbag”, ‘‘hat”, ‘‘keyboard”, ‘‘medicine box”, ‘‘tissue”,
‘‘towel” and ‘‘trashcan” and name it HOD-20. HOD-20 contains a
total of 16,000 images and 20 common object categories. There
are 800 RGB and depth image pairs for each class. Fig. 3 shows
some sample images. For every class, we randomly select 480
RGB and depth image pairs for training and the remaining 320
RGB and depth image pairs for testing. For a random sequence in
class-incremental learning (Fig. 4(a)), we split the 20 classes into
two groups: the former 10 classes are used for training source
model, the other 10 classes for class-incremental learning. In
data-incremental learning (Fig. 4(b)), for each class, 80 images
are used for training a source model and 400 images for data-
incremental learning. We also do experiments in a balance data
partition and unbalance data partition way to obtain the difference
in performance.

5.1.2. ImageNet-30
This data set is a subset of ImageNet [46], which contains about

3.2 million images in total with 1,000 categories. We randomly
choose 30 common classes, including: ‘‘kite”, ‘‘hammer”, ‘‘water
snake”, ‘‘Eskimo dog”, ‘‘umbrella”, ‘‘table lamp”, ‘‘maillot”, ‘‘straw-
berry”, ‘‘shopping basket”, ‘‘tree frog”, ‘‘keyboard”, ‘‘traffic light”,
‘‘jean”, ‘‘honeycomb”, ‘‘park bench”, ‘‘mouse”, ‘‘violin”, ‘‘cheese-
burger”, ‘‘pillow”, ‘‘sunglass”, ‘‘ski mask”, ‘‘coffee mug”, ‘‘white
shark”, ‘‘running shoe”, ‘‘school bus”, ‘‘laptop”, ‘‘lifeboat”, ‘‘ashcan”,
‘‘electric fan” and ‘‘wall clock”, namely ImageNet-30. There are
1300 images per class and 39,000 images in total. Fig. 5 shows
some sample images in ImageNet-30. For every class, we randomly
select 700 images for training and the remaining 600 images for
testing. Similar to Fig. 4, for a random sequence in



Fig. 4. Data partitioning for HOD-20: (a): class-incremental learning (b): data-incremental learning.

Fig. 5. Sample images in ImageNet-30.
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class-incremental learning., we split these 30 classes into two
parts: the former 10 classes are used for training and the other
20 classes for incremental learning. In data-incremental learning,
for each class, 100 images are used for training a source model
and 600 images for data-incremental learning.

5.2. Implementation Details

For the model parameters in our objective function, which
includes Ct ; Lt ; bt , and ct in the RBF kernel. We use 5-fold cross val-
idation to find the best parameter. In HOD-20 and ImageNet-30,

the range of Ct both is 10�4;105
h i

, and they both use a RBF kernel,

the difference is the range of parameter gamma. The range is

2�20;2�15
h i

in HOD-20, while 2�15;2�10
h i

in ImageNet-30. Lt is a

weight assigned to support vectors so that support vectors can
approximately respect all previous data. The value of Lt is related
to the size of all previous data and new data, and is calculated from
the following equation [9]:

Lt ¼ 4 � Number of prev ious seen data until step t � 1
Number of new data at step t
5.3. Evaluation protocols and metrics

The main lines of hand-object recognition framework consist of
object segmentation, feature extraction, feature fusion and incre-
mental learning. For object segmentation, we use the hand position
located from Kinect API as reference and initial seed first, then we
obtain the object mask using a region-growing algorithms [1].
Finally, we use the seed set to get the object region and its corre-
sponding depth region. Feature extraction is to extract the CNN
features from both the segmented RGB images and the depth
images using AlexNet [47]. The architecture has eight layers. The
first five layers are convolutional layers, while the sixth and the
seventh layers are fully connected layers and the final layer is a
softmax classifier. We discard the classifier and use the output of
the seventh layer as a feature (4096-D). Then we cascade RGB fea-
tures and depth features as the final 8192-D features. For incre-
mental learning, we load a trained model as a source model, and
use the new training data to learn new knowledge, transfer the
source model to a target one. For data-incremental learning, the
training data is new samples of learned classes, for class-
incremental, the training data is a new class. For hybrid incremen-
tal learning, the training data includes new samples and new
classes. In the test stage, for data-incremental learning, we care
about whether the performance is improved with new samples
or not. For class-incremental learning, we focus on whether the
new class is learned successfully or not. For hybrid incremental
learning, we pay attention to these two aspects, which can be
reflected through the accuracy of the model during incremental
learning.

For the process of recognition based on the imagenet. We
directly extracted 4096-D deep features from RGB images without
segmentation. The following training and test process is similar to
the hand-object recognition framework.

We use the accuracy of the model as the metric to evaluate our
method.

5.4. Experimental baselines

For the reason that our method is an extension of MULTIpLE
[10] and SV-L-Inc. [9]. Therefore, we compare our models with
these two baselines. In addition, we introduce corresponding off-
line HIL method:

(1) MULTIpLE [10]. This method is a class-incremental learning
method. Every step the model learns a new classification-
plane for the new class. When this model learns a new class,
it needs additional training data from learned classes. There-
fore the model may suffer from the data skew. However, our
model don’t need additional data. We use support vectors
instead, which are parameters of SVM model. Besides, we
define a global loss on both new data and the original data
while only on the new data for MULTIpLE.

(2) SV-L-Inc. [9]. This method is a data-incremental learning
method. The difference between SV-L-Inc. and ours is that
the regularize in SV-L-Inc. only controlled the complexity
of the model while ours not only controls the complexity
of the model, but also better adjusts the classification-
planes to guarantee the classification performance on both
old data and new data.

(3) HIL-Offline. This baseline is the SVM retraining method, and
the parameter setting is the same as the HIL method. How-
ever, this baseline is offline and not incremental.



Table 1
Qualitative comparison between baselines and our method.

Class-incremental Data-incremental No aoriginal data

MULTIpLE [10]

SV-L-Inc.[9]

HIL-Offline

HIL
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Different from our method, these two baselines only focused on
one aspect of incremental learning while our method can handle
two sides simultaneously, which is more comprehensive. Table 1
gives the comparison between the baselines and our method in
details. Accuracy is used to evaluate the classification performance.

In all these baselines and our HIL method, we train model use a
partial classes but test every model on all classes, in this way we
can obviously see if the model learn new class successfully. And
this way is also more similar to real environment in which the
model will encounter some unknown objects.
5.5. Experimental results

5.5.1. HOD-20
Fig. 6 shows the results of different incremental learning meth-

ods in class-incremental way. For each incremental learning, we
Fig. 6. Performance comparison of class-incremental learning methods in HOD-20.

Fig. 7. Three cases of HIL for qualitative analysis in the HOD-20 dataset. (a) Cup is not in
After learning a new concept ‘‘cup”, the source model turns into a 11-class model, and i
recognize the image as a can.
introduced a new class for class-incremental learning. From
Fig. 6, we can see that (1) The validation on test dataset shows
steadily increasing performance, indicating the algorithm is able
to learn the new classes, successfully. (2) The accuracy of our on-
line system HIL is higher than MULTIpLE. The reason is that MULTI-
pLE only considers the loss on new data while we consider the loss
on new data and all previous learned data in a global optimum.
Note that the larger improvements in the performance are
obtained since the training sessions introduced new classes that
were not available earlier. (3) The accuracy of our HIL system is
slight lower than HIL-Offline. The possible reason is that incremen-
tal learning method learns new information based on previous
model without retraining all previous images. However, our sys-
tem adjusts what has been learned according to new examples
instead of learning a new model, and thus the training time of
incremental learning method is much shorter than HIL-Offline.

We further analyze the experimental results in more details in
Fig. 6. These models learns one new concept each step. Every adja-
cent two points can be regarded as one process of class-
incremental learning. The former point is the source model and
the latter is the target model. For example, in our HIL method,
the point corresponding to 10 classes is a 10-class source model
with a total accuracy of 0:49016. After learning a new concept
‘‘cup”, the source model turns into a 11-class target model with a
total accuracy of 0:53. There are three cases in Fig. 7 for the qual-
itative analysis. The cup samples are not included in the 10 source
cluded in the 10 source classes, therefore the source model can’t recognize cup. (b)
t can recognize cup. (c) The handle of cup is not clear in this image, and the model

Fig. 8. Performance comparison of data-incremental learning methods in HOD-20.
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classes, therefore the source model can’t recognize the cup class (in
Fig. 7(a)). After learning a new concept ‘‘cup”, the source model
turns into a 11-class model, and it can recognize cup (in Fig. 7
(b)). In Fig. 7(c), the handle of the cup samples is not clear in this
Fig. 9. Data partition comparison of experiments about balance data and unbalance
data in HOD-20.

Fig. 10. Performance comparison of experiments about balance data and unbalance
data in HOD-20.

Fig. 11. Performance comparison of class-incremental learning methods in
ImageNet-30.
image, and thus the model recognize this image as a can. This is
because the shape of cup without the handle is similar with can
in this angle.

Besides class-incremental learning, we compare our method
with other baselines in data-incremental learning. To avoid the
influence of data imbalance, we added a fixed amount of new data
to every source concept. Particularly, for each step, the model
learned 80 test images of every source concepts. After five steps,
the amount of data for each source class increases from 80 to
480 images. Fig. 8 shows the results of different methods. (1) The
accuracy of our HIL is higher than SV-L-Inc. The reason is that
the regularize in SV-L-Inc. only controlled the complexity of the
model while ours not only controls the complexity of the model,
Fig. 12. Data partition comparison of experiments about balance data and
unbalance data in ImageNet-30.

Fig. 13. Performance comparison of experiments about balance data and unbalance
data in Image-30.
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but also better adjusts the classification-planes to guarantee the
classification performance on both old data and new data. (2)
The accuracy of our HIL system is comparable with HIL-Offline.
The possible reason is that incremental learning method learns
new information based on previous model without retraining all
previous images. However, our system adjusts what has been
learned according to new examples instead of learning a new
model, and thus the training time of incremental learning method
is much shorter than HIL-Offline. Whether the dataset is balanced
or not is one key factor for the performance of incremental learn-
ing. In order to verify the robustness of our proposed method, we
further analyze the difference in performance of balance data
and unbalance data. The data partition is shown in Fig. 9 and the
results are shown in Fig. 10. We train a 10-class model as our
source model and learn both new class and new samples in a
hybrid incremental learning way. For the balance data, each step
of hybrid incremental learning will learn a new class
( m� 10ð Þ � 40þ 80 images, where m represents the order of this
learned class and new samples of all learned class (40 images per
Fig. 14. Five different order of class-incremen
class). For the unbalance data, each step of hybrid incremental
learning will learn a new class (80 images) and new samples of
all learned class (40 images per class).. As shown in (Fig. 10), the
results of balance data is slightly better than unbalance data. We
can see that data skew influences the performance, but the influ-
ence is small.

5.5.2. ImagNet-30
In order to further verify the robustness of our method, we con-

ducted the experiment on another dataset, namely ImageNet-30.
Similarly, we firstly compared our method with other baselines
in class-incremental fashion, and then data-incremental fashion
in a random sequence order. Fig. 11 showed the experimental
results of different methods in class-incremental way. Our source
model has learned 10 source conceptsand then learned 20 new
concepts in class-incremental fashion. From these results, we can
observe that: (1) The performance on the test dataset shows stea-
dily increasing performance, indicating the algorithm is able to
learn the new classes. (2) The accuracy of our on-line system HIL
tal learning in the ImageNet-30 dataset.



Fig. 15. Performance comparison of data-incremental learning methods in
ImageNet-30.
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is higher than MULTIpLE. (3) The accuracy of our HIL system is
slight lower than HIL-Offline. The performance in this dataset is
consistent with HOD-20.

Similarly, we also analyze the difference in performance of bal-
ance data and unbalance data The data partition is shown in
Fig. 12 and the results are shown in Fig. 13We train a 10-classmodel
as our source model and learn both new class and new samples in a
hybrid incremental learning way. For the balance data, each step of
hybrid incremental learning will learn a new class ( m� 10ð Þ�
30þ 100 images, wherem represents the order of this learned class
and new samples of all learned class (30 images per class). For the
unbalance data, each step of hybrid incremental learning will learn
a new class (100 images) and new samples of all learned class (30
images per class).. As shown in (Fig. 13), the results of balance data
is slightly better than unbalance data. We can see that data skew
influences the performance, but the influence is small.

To analyze the influence of different learning sequences, we
conducted the class incremental learning based on multiple differ-
ent training order in the ImageNet. We implemented the incre-
mental learning process in 5 different random sequences. For
random each sequence, we used the first 10 classes to train a
source model and the other 20 classes as the data for incremental
learning. Fig. 14 shows the results of 5 randomly selected training
orders in ImageNet-30. The experimental results have showed that
the difference in the performance is small in our HIL method.

Fig. 15 shows the results of different methods in data-
incremental learning way. To avoid the influence of data imbal-
ance, we added a fixed amount of new data to every source con-
cept. Particularly, for each step, the model learned 100 test
images of every source concepts. After five steps, the amount of
data for each source class increases from 200 to 700 images.From
Fig. 15, we can see that (1) HIL-Offline (retrain) achieves better
performance compared with other two methods, since they uti-
lized all the information to retrain the model when added new
classes. The time cost is very expensive. (2) The accuracy of our
HIL and SV-L-Inc. methods are comparable with HIL-Offline
(retrain), when the number of images per class is above 500. This
verified that our proposed hybrid increasing learning method is
capable of utilizing limiting information for object recognition.
(3) Compared with the SV-L-Inc., which can not learn new class,
our method can deal with new class and new samples simultane-
ously in a hybrid way.
6. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a hybrid incremental learning
method for hand-held object recognition, which combined the
class-incremental learning and data-incremental learning in a uni-
fied fashion. Our method is capable of finding a balance between
stability and plasticity to guarantee that our framework could
learn new information without forgetting previously acquired
knowledge. The framework added new classification-planes to
learn unknown concepts, and adjusted all source classification-
planes to improve recognition ability of known concepts. The
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our model
in hybrid learning.

This work is an effort to human-computer interaction. We have
a long way to go because of the organization of learned informa-
tion. Human could learn muchmore than isolated concepts accord-
ing to these additional relational and attribute information. Human
computer interaction systems should also take these information
into consideration for a more comprehensive study. In addition,
Gobet et al. [48] proposed that the configuration of smaller units
of information into large coordinated units might be important
in many processes of perception, learning and cognition in
humans. Therefore, for intelligent human-machine interaction sys-
tems, a reasonable learning mechanism is to automatically learn
new information incrementally and make associations between
concepts automatically. Incremental learning on multimodal also
can be a task that worth to study, for the reason that multimodal
information is a good way for the intelligence technology to obtain
a more complete and accurate perception of environment. For the
recent progress on deep learning, how to realize a real incremental
learning method on neural network is also a valuable task. Incre-
mental learning also provide a way to carefully control the growth
of the network capacity, which is also meaningful to the study of
deep learning.

This work can be extended in the following two directions: (1)
In order to make the performance of HIL comparable or even better
than HIL-Offline, a possible way is to develop an end-to-end frame-
work for simultaneous CNN based feature learning and classifica-
tion. Such framework will make the learned classifier more
discriminative, since it can benefit from the learned discriminative
visual features. (2) We will extend our hybrid framework to more
recognition tasks with more classes. (3) There are various implicit
or explicit relations among concepts in the real world and various
attribute information. (4) Because of the second term in our objec-
tive function, which can only handle one new class at one time, our
method can not learn multiple class at once, we will further study
our objective function to solve this problem.We will incorporate
these concept relations and their attribute information into this
framework to make human–machine interaction systems more
intelligent.
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